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he enjoyed highly flavoured humour, and he was proud of
his prestige amongst his men and their love for him. He
had a passion for patriotic literature and, besides, he had a
strong vein of mysticism. The extraordinary ups and downs
of his adventurous career made him believe in the higher
mission to which fate had called him. He discovered
subtle relationships full of hidden meanings between him
and things around him. His principal hobbies were chess
and patience, both of which he accompanied with in-
numerable glasses of tea and endless cigarettes. He was
convincing, but also uncanny. If he wanted, he could be
both entertaining and charming. His romantic attitude
gave him the air of a warrior in an ancient saga. His
position as a national leader of the twentieth century was
something of an anachronism; but he was the perfect figure-
head of a country that had lived and struggled for over a
century under the almost Oriental rule of Russia, a country
that had been forced to adopt at times almost Oriental
methods of conspiracy.
When the German revolution broke out in November,
1918, Pilsudski was released, and appeared in Warsaw on
November loth. He was straightway acclaimed as the leader
of his country and the commander-in-chief of her new army.
m
Paderewski was not attracted by what he heard about
Pilsudski. He did not care for his method of conspiracy.
In its medievalism it seemed crude to a man who had
been brought up on the logical architecture of Bach, the
elegance of Mozart, the well-controlled passion of Beethoven,
the spirit of Chopin, all of which were civilized and
exquisite. In Pilsudski and his works there was hardly
anything of that world of order which Paderewski had
learned to appreciate in thirty years of hard work*
There was nothing of the joyous light that was shed
by art.

